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Submit to the journal 

Submit your manuscripts to the journal via decidated online platform: 
http://economicsrs.com/index.php/economicus/login and/or 

zoran.mastilo@fpe.unssa.rs.ba  

 

Review process 

Each paper is reviewed by the editor and, if it is judged suitable for this publication, it 
is then sent to two reviewers for double blind peer review. The authors’ names are 
anonymous to the reviewers. Based on their recommendations, the editor then 
decides whether the paper should be accepted as is, revised or rejected. 

The Editorial Board retains the right to methodologically adjust the article to the 
journal propositions and standards of the English language, as well as not to 
consider articles which do not meet the requirements of these guidelines. 

 

Copyright 

Articles submitted to the journal are not to have been published before in their 
current or substantially similar form, or be under consideration for publication with 
another journal. Use this in conjunction with the points below about references, 
before submission i.e. always attribute clearly using either indented text or quote 
marks as well as making use of the preferred Harvard style of formatting. Authors 
submitting articles for publication warrant that the work is not an infringement of any 
existing copyright and will indemnify the publisher against any breach of such 
warranty. 

The author is responsible for ensuring the authenticity of data, facts, quotations and 
other information. The Editorial Boards may publish articles for discussion, without 
necessarily sharing the author’s views. 

 

Manuscript  requirements 

Please prepare your manuscript before submission, using the following guidelines:  
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Format  and Article Length 

Times New Roman should be the primary used font. Paper title should be 
capitalised and written in bold, 14pt; Headings should be written in the same font 
12pt, bold, capitalised; whereas the main text should be written in Times new roman 
font, 11pt;  

 

Article Language 

Articles are to be submitted in the acceptable scholarly English language. 

 

Style and Spacing 

Articles should be between 7000 and 10000 words, typed. Pictures, graphics and 
other attachments should be marked and sent in text and must not exceed the 
journal format with margins. Lengthier articles may be considered at the discretion of 
the Editorial Board.   

Margins shall be set as one-inch (2.54cm) with double-spaced text. 

Indentation of the first line is 1 cm. Do not use boldface except for section headings 
and subheadings. The sections headings should have spacing of 18 points before 
and of 6 points after. Section subheadings should be given in the first line of the 
paragraph. 

Article structure - The structure of article should comprise:  

Article Title Page - An Article Title Page should be submitted alongside each 
individual article. This should include: 

Article Title - A title of not more than eight words should be provided. Longer titles 
may be approved by the editorial board. 

Author Details - Full name of each author, Affiliation of each author, country and e-
mail address of the corresponding author(s) 

Article Classification - That article are classified in the following categories: 
Original scientific paper, Review scientific paper, Preliminary communication, 
Scientific criticism, Informative annex and Book review. 

Abstract -  The abstract must include sufficient information for readers to judge the 
nature and significance of the topic, the adequacy of the investigative strategy, the 
nature of the results and the conclusions. The abstract is not an introduction, it 
summarizes the substantive results of the work, not merely listing the topics that are 
discussed in the paper. The abstract should imply, suggest the main idea of the 



paper, the subject and the goal of the research, methods used, hypotheses, 
research results and a brief conclusion. It must have 250 to 300 words. 

Key words - Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 10 keywords. 

JEL classification - Please provide up to 6 standard JEL codes. The available 
codes may be accessed at JEL: 
http://www.aeaweb.org/journal/jel_class_system.html 

Introduction – Why was the study undertaken? What was the research question, 
the tested hypothesis or the purpose of the research? 

Methods – When, where, and how was the study done? What materials were used 
or who was included in the study groups ? 

Results – What answer was found to the research question; what did the study 
find? Was the tested hypothesis true? 

Discussion – What might the answer imply and why does it matter? How does it fit 
in with what other researchers have found? What are the perspectives for future 
research? 

Conclusion  - Every paper should contain a Conclusion(s), where the author(s) 
should conclude on the research material, without new facts or data. In addition, 
implications for a future research might also be mentioned. Conclusion should not 
exceed one page. 

 

Numbering 

Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections (1, 2, 3 ...). 
Subsections should be numbered 1.1 (then 1.1.1, 1.1.2, ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract 
and conclusion are not included in section numbering). 

Technical presentation 

Subtitles must be short, clearly defined and numbered, except for Introduction and 
Conclusion. All tables and figures need to support your research findings. They 
should be clearly referred to and numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals.  

Tables. Tables should be placed in the main text and be centred unless they 
occupy the full width of the page (within margins). The table headings should be 
preceded by the table number (in bold), have sentence capitalization, be centred. 
Columns should be titled, with the titles centred, typed in bold. All the units in tables 
should be given in square brackets [meV]. If square brackets are not available, use 
curly brackets {meV} or round brackets (meV). All of the tables should be numbered 
and have headings. In the text, they should be referred to as Table 1, Table 2, etc. 



Do not break tables. Avoid complex formatting. Do not hyphenate words. The font 
size of the text in tables should be of 10–12 points; all of the data should be easy to 
read.  

Figures 
Figures should be placed in the main text (no wrapping) separated from it by a 

spacing of 12 points. Utmost care must be taken to insert the figures in correct 
alignment with the text. Individual figures should be centred. If a figure has parts, 
they should be clearly labelled as (a), (b), (c), etc. in the figure.  

 
 

Figure 1. The caption which describes the figure in general: a) Description of 
what is contained in the first part; b) Description of what is contained in the 

second part. 

a                                                            b 

                       

source 
 

The caption should be self-contained and placed above the figure, typed in the 
sentence capitalization and centred. It should be preceded by the figure number (in 
bold), contain a brief description of the figure and a key to interpreting various lines 
and symbols in the figure (if needed). The captions can be typed at a font size of 
10–11 points. Source should be noted below the figure, underneath the caption 
details. 

 
All of the figures should be numbered and have captions. They should be 

referred to in the text as Fig. 1, Fig. 2, etc. Try to place figures after and as close as 
possible to the point where they are first mentioned in the text. Do not break figures. 
Format the figures as given in the template. Keep figures within margins. Do not 
hyphenate words in figures. 

Generally, only original drawings or photographic reproductions are acceptable. 
Should authors use figures from other Publications, they must ask the corresponding 
publishers to grant them the right to publish this material in their paper.  

The photocopies are acceptable if they are of a very high quality. Half-tone 
pictures should be in the form of glossy prints. If possible, include your figures as 



graphic images in the electronic version. For best quality the pictures should have 
the resolution of 300 dpi (dots per inch). 

 
Charts 

Charts should be placed within the main text and be centred (within margins). 
Charts should be preceded by the chart number (in bold), have sentence 
capitalization, be centred. All of the charts should be numbered and have headings. 
Chart heading should be specified above the chart, with the source and any 
reference numbers specified underneath. In the text, they should be referred to as 
Chart 1, Chart 2, etc. Do not hyphenate words.  

 
 

Equations 
There should be one line of space above the equation and one line of space 

below it before the text continues. Try to fit the whole equation into one line.   
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All the equations should be punctuated as if they were an ordinary part of the 

text. Punctuation appears after the equation but before the equation number. The 
order number should be put in round brackets at the right-hand edge of the text in 
line with the equation 

 
Equations should remain editable and not appear in a picture format. Type the 

mathematical equations in the simplest way possible. Make sure that your Equation 
Editor or MathType fonts, including sizes, are set up to match the text of your 
document.  

Equations that are referred to in the text should be numbered sequentially 
throughout the text (i.e., (1), (2), (3)) or numbered by section (i.e., (1.1), (1.2), (2.1)) 
depending on author’s preference. Equations may be referred to in the text as 
Eq.(1). The use of Word’s built-in Equation Editor or the full MathType product is 
allowed. 
  



Comments 
 Comments that may supplement the original information are allowed to be 
added within a dedicated footnote, following the respective reference number,  
e.g.   [3]

1
  

 
 

References 
The reference list comes at the end of a manuscript. References are cited in 

the text by the numbers in square brackets, as [1], [3–8], [2, 4, 7, 10]. The 
references are to be numbered in the order in which they are cited in the text.  
For the bibliographic records by three or fewer authors, the names of all the authors 
should be given. For example, [three authors: A.N. Author, P.L. Storyteller, A.N. 
Writer.] If a bibliographic record has four or more authors, only the name of the first 
author and “et al.” after it should be given. For example, [five authors: A.N. Author et 
al.] 

SSCI reccomends that self-citation for the best journals in the field goes 
around 10%. Accordingly we encourage authors to pay attention to this and cite their 
own works accordingly. 
 

COPYRIGHT REGULATIONS AND OPEN-ACCESS LICENSING 

All authors submitting articles for publication at “Economics” Innovative and 
Economics Research Journal are expected to provide the statement that their 
contribution does not infringe any of the already existing copyright so that to 
indemnify the publisher of the journal against any breach of warranties.  


